
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HOLIDAY  

CURRICULUM 



ZOOTOPIA 
  

This two week holiday series is based on the movie Zootopia which is one of the 

latest kids movies from Disney. The movie has many lessons kids can learn from 

and our hope with using secular movies to teach Christian values is that kids will 

learn to sift out the “good” and the “Christian morals” even in their ordinary day to 

day life and earn to discern for themselves what is Godly and what is not. 

  

Zootopia follows the story of Judy Hopps a “small town” bunny who dreams of 

growing up to be a Police Officer. Despite her family being a little apprehensive, Judy 

leaves to join the academy. After a lot of hard work, she graduates in the top of her 

class and is assigned work in the famous Zootopia. A world that is filled with animals 

of all shapes and sizes.  

  

Chief Bogo isn’t too keen on Judy joining his force in Zootopia. He assigns her the 

mundane task of “meter maid”. Even though Judy isn’t happy with this, she vows to 

do her best at it. Running into another important character in the film along the 

way, Nick Wilde . 

  

Soon, Judy and Nick find themselves involved in a mystery case that has been 

ongoing in Zootopia for some time. Although Judy is reluctantly given a short amount 

of time and essentially no case file by Chief Bogo, Judy is determined to solve the 

case. 

  

We hope that you find this series enjoyable and valuable. It is up to you whether you 

would like to show the movie the one week and then deal with both topics in the 

second week or show half the movie each week and deal with one topic a week. 

ENJOY!  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MOVIE TIME 
Since it’s holiday time - and it’s winter - let’s have a different Sunday where we all 

watch a movie together and munch on  

some popcorn and drink hot Chocolate! YUMMY! 

  

  

  

  

BIG GROUP GAMES 
  

Week 1 - Drink Like a Giraffe! 

  
What you need: 

A glass of water with a straw per kid 

(Select 2-3 to volunteer up front) 

What you do: 

-The straw goes in the glass of water.  

-The glass of water goes on the ground. 

-The first person to finish the water wins! 

-NO bending your arms or legs! 

  

Week 2 - Pin the Badge on Officer Hopps! 
  

What you need: 

-An A3 picture of Judy Hopps and some badges. 

What you do: 

-Play this game as you would with pin the tail on the donkey except you’re pinning 

the badge on the bunny! 

-Select a few kids, blindfold them, and see who can 

Get the badge the closest to the badge in the picture. 

  

 

 

 



Week 1 - Dream & Dream Big! 

Scripture: “And we know that in all things God works for the good of those who 

love him, who have been called according to his purpose.” Romans 8:28 

  

  

 

 

Activity 

Grade 0-3 

-Use toilet rolls to make your bunny  

template. 

-Keep one round and the bend the other  

two to make ear shapes as seen in the  

picture. 

-Dip these into paint and create  

your bunny faces on a separate  

piece of paper. 

-Allow kids to spend some time  

Thinking and then to write their  

dreams on their page.  

  

  

Grade 4-7 Girls 

-Make a Dream Board 

-Using the pictures provided, along  

with some magazines from home,  

have fun with your group and create  

a dream board of all the  things they  

want to do and be in life! 

  

  

Grade 4-7 Boys 

-Cut out the badge template, stick  

it onto felt and attach the safety pin  

to be able to pin it somewhere to  

serve as a reminder! 

 

 

 



 

TALK ABOUT IT 

LET’S LOOK AT JUDY HOPS! 

From the start, Judy Hopps is portrayed as a “small” creature. 

Even her parents are scared about her decision to become a 

police officer. Why wouldn’t they be? However, Judy doesn’t let 

any of the negative things stop her. Her parents’ concern, 

bullies, elements, her size…nothing. 

  

DISCUSS: 

-What dreams do you have?  

-Have people ever told you that you will never be able to 

achieve your dreams? 

-How did this make you feel? 

-Are there any things that scare you about your dreams? Maybe 

you feel as though they will never happen? 

-How do you think we can achieve our dreams? 

  

USE YOUR LIMITATIONS TO YOUR ADVANTAGE 

Judy knows her limitations and the things that might make 

achieving her dreams a bit more difficult. We all have them. But, 

we can use these to our advantage. Look at a different angle of 

how things can be done, no matter what the obstacle. Just 

because we have limitations doesn’t mean we can’t push the 

limits. If we know God has called us to something that should 

give us all the courage and confidence we need to keep pushing 

on.  

  

-What limitations do you think you have or what things might 

make achieving your dreams just a little bit more difficult? 

-How can you use these limitations to your advantage? 

-Remember, in our weakness God is glorified because in that 

way we are doing things in His strength. 

-Do you try achieve things on your own or do you trust in God’s 

strength to be successful? 

  

Pray into your dreams and ask God to show you what He has 

planned for you! 

 

 



Week 2 - Stereotypes 

Scripture: “Stop judging by mere appearances, but instead judge correctly.” John 

7:24 

  

  

 

Activity 

Grade 0-3 Girls 

  

-Make Nick the fox 

-Using the template provided, trace the  

different pieces onto the felt and the cut  

them out. 

-Using craft glue, stick them together as  

seen in the picture to create Nick the Fox. 

  

Grade 0-5 Boys 

  

-Make Nick the Fox 

-Stick three popsicle sticks together to 

Form a triangle. 

-Then stick the shape onto a piece of 

Paper. 

-Add some ears and draw on the eyes. 

-Finish him off by colouring him in.  

  

Grade 4-7 Girls 

  

-Make Officer Hops 

-Stick three popsicle sticks together to 

Form a triangle. 

-Then stick the shape onto a piece of 

Paper. 

-Add some ears and a nose and draw  

on the eyes. 

-Finish her off by colouring her in. 

 

 



 

TALK ABOUT IT 

NEVER JUDGE ANYONE BECAUSE  

OF WHO YOU THINK THEY ARE 

  

The movie quite cleverly shows how stereotypes can harm both 

the people doing the stereotyping and the people being 

stereotyped. Judy is stereotyped - but she also stereotypes 

other characters. She is initially deceived by a kind, meek lamb, 

who later turns out to be the movie’s villain. 

In the typical children’s movie, the dark, ferocious creatures are 

pretty much always the bad guys and the small fuzzy ones are 

the good guys. Not so in Zootopia, where the animals are 

seldom what they seem and the lesson gets driven home over 

and over again that thinking in terms of stereotypes can lead 

you to bad conclusions or even put you in danger. 

  

DISCUSS: 

-Has anyone ever heard the word stereotype? 

-What do you think it means?  

(An overly simple picture/opinion of a person, group, or thing. ) 

-Can anyone give an example of a stereotype? 

(I can’t climb the tree because I am a girl maybe I can’t pray for 

people because I am too young? It’s also like saying all kids 

who go to a certain school  are the same. With the older kids 

you can touch on topics that will encourage them to think 

deeper; but remember to be sensitive and deal carefully with it.) 

-Are all stereotypes true? (No of course not.) 

  

JUDGING: 

-Have you ever looked at someone and made your mind up 

about who they are before you got to know them? 

-Has someone ever thought something about you before they 

got to know you that wasn’t actually true? 

-How do we make sure we don’t judge people and don’t 

stereotype them? (We always get to know someone first and 

love them how Jesus would.) 

 


